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1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Consider the space %? of continuous real-valued f nctions with domain 
[0, 11. For a given function fE %? let &(f) re present i s degree ofChebyshev 
approximation by algebraic polynomials of degree <j. With each polynomial 
pi with degp, = j, we associate the class 
&(Pj) = {fE q I G(f) = Ilf-pj II>. 
T. J. Rivlin [l] has raised the problem of characterizing the n-tuples of 
polynomials {pO ,pl ,..., plzP1} with degpi = j for j= 0, l,..., n - 1, such 
that 
n-1 
&PO 3 Pl >...Y Pn-1) = n &(P~) f B. 
j=O 
He has shown that for this to be true, itis necessary forevery difference 
PWl - pk , 0 < k < m < n - 1 to change sign ot less than k + 1 times in 
the interval [0, I]. Necessary and sufficient co ditions forthe case n= 3 
are as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Let 
POW = a0 9 
PlW = ho + h,x (b, f 01, 
Pz(X) = co + ClX + %X2 cc2 f 01, 
be given polynomials. Then &(po ,pl ,p2) # o if and only if the following 
conditions are met: 
(A) There are points 0 < x1 < x2 < 1 such that 
Pdxj) = p&4 for j = L2. 
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(B) V x2 < x1 + I h/c2 I, then 
Pl + < a0 < ; [P2(Xl) + xp~Ip2(x)], i 1 
@l > 0, c2 < O), 
2' . 
1'1 i-1 < a0 < ; [Pz(X,> + o~x~x,P2(xN~ (bl < 0, c2 < o>, 
; [P2(Xl> + x2~!,P2w < a0 <Pl(+), (bl < 0, c2 > 01, 
; bz(x2) + ,p&P2W < a, < p1 (qq, (b, > 0, c2 > 0). 
If x2 > x1 + / b,/c, /, let 2 < 5, be the solutions f the equation 
~~(4 = ~~(4 + in [P,(O) -~~(o)~~~(-$$-) -~~(-*).Pl(l) -P2U)] 
when c2 < 0, 
~~(4 = ~~(4 + max [P,(O) -P,(%P, (-+$I -pl (-$$-j.d) -P20] 
2 
when c2 > 0. 
Then, 
PI (+) < a0 < ; [P2cd + P2(51)1~ (b, > 0, ~2 < (9, 
Pl (qq < 00 < ; [Pz(Xz> + PZ(fZ)l? (b, < 0, ~2 < O>, 
; [P2h) + P2GN < a, <Pl 3 9 
i 1 2 (6, < 0, ~2 > 01, 
; [P2W + P2(S2>1 < a0 < Pl pp)Y (b, > 0, c2 > 0). 
We mention in passing that he condition x2< x1 + 1 b,/c, / is equivalent 
to x2 < -(c1/2c2) when blcz < 0, and to x1 3 -(cl/24 when b,c, > 0; the 
condition x2> x1 + 1 b,/c, / is similarly elated to-(c,/~c,). This is seen by 
observing that 4 = (x1 + x,)/2 = (b, - c,)/2c, , E being the point at which 
1 pi(x) - p2(x)j assumes its maximum for x1 < x < x2 . With the notation 
pj” = -sgn C2 pj , 
Al = [x2 > 11, 4 = LO, XII, 
x2 + 1 
a2=-, 
Xl 
2 
a,=--, 
2 
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condition (B)can be condensed to the form 
where 
Pl*@J -=c PO*(x) < HPl”W + I%*hJ1> 
1 when b,c, < 0, 1 when .x2 < x1 + 
.i= k= 
2 when b,c, > 0, bl 2 when x2 > x1 + c, . 
I I a 
It suffices to carry out he proof for the case b, > 0 and c2 < 0, because the 
other cases reduce to this one by reflections. Specifically, we let 
x=1--v and y=w when b, < 0 and c2 < 0, 
x=v and y= -w when b, -=c 0 and c, > 0, 
x=1---v and y=-w when b, > 0 and c2 > 0. 
We shall further restrict the proof to the case x2 < x1 + I b,/c, j, because the 
proof in the case x2 > x1 + 1 b,/c, 1 runs parallel to the former and involves 
no new ideas. We shall actually prove 
THEOREM 2. Let p,,(x) = a,, PI(x) = b, + b,x (6, > 0), and P&X) = 
c,, + clx + c2x2 (c, < 0) be given polynomials, thelast wo intersecting at 
a point x2 < -(c1/2c2), 0 < x2 < 1. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(C) &(PO,Pl,PJ f 0. 
(D) The polynomials pi(x) and pz(x) intersect also at a point x1 , where 
0 < x1 < x2 < 1, x2 < xl + I b,/c, 1, and 
(E) There are constants 
and points 
such that if 
and 
010 > a1 > 012 > 0 
0 < t, < tz < t3 < t, < 1 
Pj-(x) = PAX) - “j 
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then 
(E-1) PI-(G) = ~z-(tj),forj = 194, 
(E-2) PI+(G) = ~z+(tj), for j= 273, 
(E-3) PZ-(0) G P~-(x> d PI-(~), 
(E-4) PI+(~) G PO+(X) G t,z$zl P~+(x>, 
(E-5) 11 q- - pj 11 < aj and 11 q’ - pj 11 < aj , forj = 1,2, where 
4-W = maxO4-W, P~-(x>~ P -(x>L 
q+(x) = minh+(x), pi+(x), Pi+>. 
The reasoning of the proof yields a corresponding result when 
polynomials rereplaced by an arbitrary Chebyshev system. Itseems to be 
unsuitable forattacking Rivlin’s problem for n > 2 because ofthe large 
number of cases arising. We prove, however, 
THEOREM 3. Zff~ &(po,pl ,...,p&, then 
-w) > -w) > ... > &-l(f). 
2. HEURISTIC CONSIDERATIONS 
Certain a priori facts hold when we suppose that fE 8(p0, p1 , pz). Namely, 
there exist constants 01~> 01~ > 01~ 2 0 satisfying: 
(F) The function f(x) meets each of the polynomials pj-(x) and pj+(X). 
W q-(x) G f(x) G q+(x). 
(H) The polynomials p?-(x) intersect pairwise, as do the polynomials 
pi+(X). Properties (F) and (G) are vident. 
To verify (H) we note that if, say, p,-(x) < pl-(x), then p,,-(x) < 
q-(x) < f(x), thereby contradicting (F). 
We observe that b(p, , pl, pz) cannot contain linear functions. If u is a 
second-degree polynomial in &(p, , p1 , pz), then uE d(p,), and this implies 
that u= pz and hence cyz = 0. Conversely, if cyz = 0 then pz is the only 
member of b(p, , p1 , p2). Thus, we will henceforth assume that o/~ > 0. 
Consider Fig. 1below. Notice, inparticular, the triangle T,T,T, and the 
relative position of the segment R,R, . Loosely speaking, ourproof consists 
of showing that a similar situation s both necessary ndsufficient for 
&(P, , p1 , PA to be nonempty. 
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b ; 
FIG. 1 
3. PROOF THAT (C) IMPLIES (E) 
Let us put 
r-C-4 = maxb-(-d Pi->, 
r+(x) = minh+(x), P2’(X>>. 
We shall first how that he polynomials p -(x) and p2-(x) must intersect at 
two distinct points of[0, 11. If, on the contrary, they intersect at a single 
point tl , then 
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According to property (H), the polynomials pl-t(x) andpz+(x) intersect in 
at least one point. Let or+ = pz+(t,). If t,< t, then 
r+(X) = I pz+(x) (0 < x < Q, PI’(X) 02 < x < 11, 
and we see that f(x) - p2(x) = E,(f) only when t1 < x < 1, whereas 
f(x) - p2(x) = -E&J only when 0 < x < t, .This means, of course, that 
there are only two points in[0, l] at which the difference f(x)-p*(x) 
equals, with alternating signs, toZ&(f). As a result, f $ d(p,). On 
the other hand, when tz > t, , when r+(x) < pi+(x) for 0 d x < t, .
This implies that j(x) - pi(x) = El(f) only when 0 ,< x ,< t1 whereas 
f(x) - pi(x) = -El(f) only when 1, < x < 1, and it follows thatff &(p,). 
Thus, f$ d(p, , p2), and therefore th re are points tr and I, as asserted 
in (E-l). 
Now, from property (H) we know that here is some point , such that 
or+ = p2+(t3). Suppose 0 < t, < f, .Then a simple g ometric argument 
shows that q+(x) = pr+(x) < pz+(x) for all points t1 < x < t,  whereas 
q-(x) = pl-(x) > pz-(x) whenever 0 < x < t, or I, < x < 1. It follows 
that here are at most hree consecutive points inthe interval [0,] at which 
the difference f(x)- p&x) equals, with alternating s gns, to E,(f). Once more 
we conclude thatf$ G(p,), and so (E-2) iseen to hold. 
The left inequality in (E-3) holds; for if PO-(x) < p,-(O), then po-(x) does 
not intersect q-(x), thereby contradicting (H).To show that he right 
inequality holds, suppose pl-(tJ < po-(x). Then q-(x) > pl-(x) for 
0 < x < f4 .Since q’(x) < pi+(x) for t, < x < 1, it follows that here are 
only two points at which f(x) - pi(x) = El(f) with alternating signs, 
implying that f $ 8(pl). This establishes (E-3). 
To establish (E-4) we note that if p,,+(x) < pl+(f,), then pi+(x) does not 
intersect q+(x), and if maxt,GzG1 pz +(x) < p,,+(x), then pa+(x) does not 
intersect q+(x). In either case, (H) is not satisfied and hence (E-4) is true. 
Finally, thenecessity of condition (E-5) isclear, for if, say, 11 q- - PI 11 > L-Q, 
then q-(x) <f(x) implies that iif- p1 /I > aI = llf- p1 11. 
4. PROOF THAT (E) IMPLIES (D) 
The existence of the stipulated points 0 < x1 < x2 < 1 in which pl(z) 
and pr(x) intersect follows at once. In particular, we have the inequalities 
t, < x1 < t, < t, < x2 < t4 . 
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Using the definitions of pj-(x) and pi+(x), the inequalities n (E-3) and (E-4) 
can be written in the form 
and 
6, + bl& + a1 < a, + % G ,y~,Pz(x> + %. 
3. ' 
These inequalities combine into 
hl + 614 < a0 G ; wo + Wl) + ,ys, PdX) - (a1 - %)I* 3. ’ 
We have 
6, + b, + = p1 (+) > p1 (T) because x1 < t,  
bo + Wl = Pl(b> < P&d because t, < x, 
and 
$I::, PZW - ( 
3' ' 
% - 4 =x,y$ P&) - (011 - 4 < x~f@x) 
2' ' 
since 01~ - 01~ > 0. The inequalities (1) thus imply 
Pl +- < a0 <; [P&l) + x*$l$~l P,(X)l, ( 1 
as was to be demonstrated. 
5. PROOF THAT (D) IMPLIES (E) 
According to condition (D)there is a constant PO > 0 such that 
bo < a0 - PO < Pl(Xl) 
and 
(2) 
Pl(Xl) < a0 + PO < x9$& PZW (3) 2’ ’ 
Let u1 and u, satisfy in [x1 ,x2] the quations 
P&4 = Q-0 - PO 
and 
and let 
P&d = a0 + 60 7 
0 < A < mWo - co , P&) - P&), ~(4 - Pi, x22$z, P&) - P&>>, 
(4) 
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so that 
81 < P2(5) - P,(5), 
where t= (x1 + x,)/2. Letting 01~ stand for apositive constant to be specified 
subsequently, we put 
010 = PO + A + a2 3 
and 
011 = 81 + f352 * 
With these constants we define the polynomials p&x) = pi(x) - 01~ and 
pj+(x) = pj(x) + 01~ , and (H) is readily seen to be satisfied. Since 01~ > 01~ , 
there are points 0 < t, < x1 < t, < t, < x2 < t, < 1 for which (E-l) and 
(E-2) hold. 
Let us now show that (E-3) and (E-4) are valid. 
By (4), co < b, - PI , and according to (2), b, -=c a, - PO . Hence, 
P,-(o) = co - 012 G bo - (81 + a21 < a0 - (PO + Pl + a2> 
= a, - 010 = PO-(x). 
Again by (4), p2(uI) < p2(tl), so that 
PO-(x) = a0 - PO - Pl - 012 = PZ(Ul) - 012 - Pl 
= Pz-64,) - Pl < Pz-(4 < p2-01) = K(h), 
and hence (E-3) is established. 
To verify (E-4), weobserve that , < u:, by our choice ofPI , and, since 
b, > 0, this implies that 
Pl+(t2) -=I Pl+(u,) < P2+@42) = a0 + PO + 012 < a0 + PO + Bl + a2 = PO+(x). 
Finally, 
PO+(x) = Pz’(U2) + 81 < x’?:?L1 P2W = ,9$4, P264 2’ ’ 3-- 1
since the maximum of p2(x) is assumed to be attained at x2 or to its right. 
According to what has just been proved, wehave the situation described in 
Fig. 1. We now determine 01~to satisfy (E-5), which completes heproof. 
6. PROOF THAT (E) IMPLIES (C) 
Fix four points uisuch that , < u1 < u2 < us < uq < t, , and let gbe 
the piecewise linear function on [tl , t,] with vertices 
(% 7 q+w, 
(u4 > q-(%)h 
@42 2 q-(u2h 
(t4 > q+(t,N 
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(in this connection see[2]). Put 
I 
q-w, 0 <x < t,, 
m, t, <x < I, 
f(x) = q”“, t, <x < t, 
i 
+-y q+(t3) + s q-(t‘l), t, <x< t4 ,
qk), 3 t, <x < 1. 
Thenf is continuous andwe assert that f~ E(p, p1 , pJ. 
We first observe that, indeed, 
4-w G f(x) G q+(x). (3 
Owing to (E-3), q-(O) = pO-(0), and owing to (E-4) there is a point U, 
t, < 2.l < t, such that q+(u) = pO+(u). These facts, together with (E-5) 
and (5), show thatfE &(pO). 
Next, we recall that q-(t,) = pl-(tl), q+(tJ = pl+(t,), andq-(t4) = pl-(t& 
Since t, < t, < t, , it follows again from (E-5) and (5) that f E &(pl). 
Finally, we note that q-(x) = p-(x) and q+(x) = p%+(x) for t, < x < t, . 
The difference g(x)- pz(x) changes sign five times, and therefore f E &(pJ. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 1follows from the 
remarks preceding Theorem 2. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We first note that for 0< j < IZ - 1, 
As a consequence, we have that if E b(p, , p,) and 0 < k < m then 
&(f) > E,(f). But if &(f) = E,(f), then by the uniqueness of best 
approximations pR = pm , so that degp, = k < m. This, however, contra- 
dicts the definition of C(p, ,p,); hence I&(f) > Em(f), and the theorem 
follows. 
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